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Executive Summary 

This document presents the final version of the technical requirements, architecture and 
functionality of the component that provides interfaces to external systems and data sources 
of the HEIMDALL Service Platform (SP) elaborated in close collaboration with the technical 
partners in the HEIMDALL project. The main objective of this document is to provide a 
technical specification enabling technical contributors and partners to understand how to 
communicate and share information with this module. 

The main task contributing to this deliverable is T5.4 – External Data and Systems in Use. 
However, contributions regarding the interfaces were made by the other technical tasks of 
WP4, WP5 and WP6 where the other technical components of HEIMDALL are being 
developed. Furthermore, T2.4 – Service Concept Specification and System Architecture 
defined the scope of this module within the overall HEIMDALL system. A test campaign, 
focused on the features needed has been planned and fully executed, following the timing of 
the corresponding releases.  
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1 Introduction 

The discussions among technical partners and end user partners of the HEIMDALL 
consortium led to the design of the HEIMDALL architecture, the latest version is presented in 
D2.12[2], and of the module presented in this document as the component that facilitates 
access to external services and data sources. The document also focuses on the different 
requirements and functionalities that this component fulfils and provides. 

Deliverable D5.9 [10] provided a first description of the interface modules. The present 
document is essentially an update to D5.9, presenting the final design and specifications of 
these interfaces, hence providing updates to all sections. It is accompanied by D5.11, which 
is the software prototype. 

In particular, this document is organised as follows: 

 Section 2 defines the technical requirements for the external systems and data 
sources. 

 Section 3 describes the module in the context of the overall HEIMDALL system, 
inputs and outputs and interfaces with the HEIMDALL SP. 

 Section 4 focuses on the component functionalities. 

 Section 5 presents the technical specification. 

 Section 6 presents the internal technical testing scenarios and their results. 

 Finally, Section 7 summarizes and concludes the document. 
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2 Technical Requirements 

This section includes the list of technical requirements for the software interface modules. 

2.1 Interface Requirements 

 Hardware Interfaces 2.1.1
The external interfaces component is deployed within the secure private data centre of SPH, 
which is certified as per ISO 27001:2013 with regard to information security. It connects to 
the internet via redundant leased lines. The physical server that hosts the component is a 
Dell PowerEdge R630 model (Figure 2-1) with the following characteristics: 

 CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2620 16 Core@2.10 GHz 

 Memory: 128 GB 

 Storage: 3TB 

 

Figure 2-1: Server hosting the software interface modules 

 Software Interfaces 2.1.2
The HEIDMALL services are deployed as containers and/or virtual machines (VMs), as 
described in D4.1 [3]. More specifically, this component is deployed in a VM with 4 Cores, 8 
GB RAM and 256 GB HDD. OS is Windows 2012 Server. 

These requirements relate to Sys_Int_*, Sys_IntData_* and Sys_DataEx_* 

 

 Communication Interfaces 2.1.3
The external interfaces component is part of the HEIMDALL SP and shall use either HTTP or 
HTTPS for secured connection, to connect to the HEIMDALL network and the internet. 

These requirements relate to Sys_Int_3 and Sys_Int_4. 

2.2 Functional Technical Requirements 
The listed requirements have also been included in D5.9. The new requirements defined in 
this document are TR_DataEx_22 and TR_DataEx_23. 

 

 Short Term Requirements 2.2.1
 

Table 2-1: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__02 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_02 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Data_3 
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Description: The system shall provide georeferenced base layer for the maps as a base for 
processing. 

Rational: Base data are needed in order to depict administrative boundaries, population data 
sets, land cover/use data (e.g. vegetation type), critical infrastructures, assets, road data 
sets, etc. 

Stimulus: The system receives base data either through the FTP service. 

Response: The system accepts the files and registers them in the SP. 

 
Verification Criterion: The correct base data are used and are visible through the GUI. 

 
Notes: none 

 
 

Table 2-2: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__03 

 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_03 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_7 

Description: The system shall assign data received from a first responder to a specific 
incident either manually or automatically. 

Rational: The operator or system shall assign data received though the mobile application to 
specific incident. In the case a scenario is preselected the data registration will be performed 
automatically, otherwise the user would select the scenario where he/she wants the data to 
be associated with. 

Stimulus: The mobile application user sends data to HEIMDALL through his/her application. 

Response: The data are received, register in the SP databases (where applicable) and 
associated with the scenario. 

Verification Criterion: The operator is able to see the data through the GUI. 

Notes: none 

 
 

Table 2-3: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__06 

 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_06 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_15 

Description: The system shall access meteorological information from private 
stations/users. 

Rational: Such information shall be used for simulations as well as for display to the users 

Stimulus: A simulation component or the GUI requests weather information. 

Response:  The  component  fetches  this  information  from  the  external  services  it  has 
access. 

Verification Criterion: The weather information is used from the simulation component 
successfully. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-4: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__07 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_07 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_16 

Description: The system shall access the information of soil characteristics, elevations 
and landslide inventories available in the simulation area. 

Rational: The landslide simulator makes use of this information in order to produce its 
outputs. 

Stimulus: A simulation component requests access to the soil characteristics, elevations 
and landslide inventories in the simulation area. 

Response:  The  component  fetches  this  information  from  the  external  services  it  has 
access. 

Verification Criterion: The weather information is used from the simulation component 
successfully. 

 

Table 2-5: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__08 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_08 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_17 

Description:  The  system  shall  access  and  display  pre-defined  potential  damage  map 
information for a respective region. 

Rational: This will allow the user having initial preliminary damage information when they 
enter the system. 

Stimulus: The user provides a URL to the external damage map or uploads it to the system 
through the FTP service. 

Response: The geospatial database of SP receives the data and stores them accordingly. 

Verification Criterion: The user can upload existing damage map information for the region of 
interest. The GUI is able to retrieve this layers from the SP database and display it to the 
user. 

Notes: none 

 

 

 Mid-Term Requirements 2.2.2
 

Table 2-6: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__01 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_01 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Data_1 

 Sys_Data_5 
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Description: The system shall be able to present the information received from the various 
data sources as map layers. 

Rational: Geo information provided in a standardized and widely used format allows for a 
high degree of interoperability. 

Stimulus:  The  user  through  the  GUI  or  the  FTP  service  uploads  geo  information  if 
standardised formats. 

 

The supported formats will be: GeoTIFF, SHP, KMZ/KML/ GPX 

Response: The system accepts the files and registers them in the SP. 

Verification Criterion: The user is able to select the file from the GUI and have it displayed of 
as a map layer. 

Notes: The list of supported formats will be updated following the requirements of the users. 

 

Table 2-7: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__04 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_04 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_13 

Description: The system shall access meteorological information from weather services. 

Rational: Such information shall be used for simulations as well as for display to the users 

Stimulus: A simulation component or the GUI requests weather information. 

Response: The component fetches this information from the external services it has access. 

Verification  Criterion:  The  weather  information  is  used  from  the  simulation  component 
successfully. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-8: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__05 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_05 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_14 

Description: The system shall access hydrological information from available services. 

Rational: Such information shall be used for simulations as well as for display to the users 

Stimulus: A simulation component or the GUI requests hydrological information. 

Response:  The  component  fetches  this  information  from  the  external  services  it  has 
access. 

Verification Criterion: The weather information is used from the simulation component 
successfully. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-9: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__09 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_09 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_1 

 Sys_DataEx_19 

Description: The system shall show the location of assets on the map. 

Rational: It is important for the crisis managers to know where the various assets are located 
since this affects their decisions regarding the deployment of assets and their use during the 
crisis. 
Stimulus: The system receives the asset location either from the FRs through their mobile 
devices, or through external resource management systems used by practitioners. 

Response: The asset location is updated in the SP database. 

Verification Criterion: User is able to identify where an asset is after selection. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-10: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__10 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_10 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_7 

 Sys_DataEx_10 

Description: The system shall show a list of the information received from first responders 
not yet assigned to a specific event. 

Rational: A first responder should be able to send information back to HEIMDALL for an 
incident he/she faces, where a scenario ID does not yet exist. 

Stimulus: Data are coming from the mobile application of the FRs. These geo-located data 
can be text, images and/or videos. 

Response: The system stores the information in the geospatial database of the SP and 
makes it available to the user. 

Verification Criterion: The GUI operator is able to select information that is not associated to 
specific scenarios and then manually link them to existing scenarios. 

Notes: A scenario ID should exist before making this association, otherwise the user should 
create first the scenario and then perform the association. 

 

Table 2-11: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__11 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_11 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_7 

 Sys_DataEx_11 

Description: The system shall allow reassigning data received from first responders to a 
different incident. 
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Rational: Data received from first responders might by wrongly associated to a scenario. 
The HEIMDALL operators should be able to modify this association by assigning the 
received data to a different incident/scenario. 

Stimulus: Data are coming from the mobile application of the FRs. These geo-located data 
can be text, images and/or videos. 

Response: The system stores the information in the geospatial database of the SP and 
makes it available to the user. 

Verification Criterion: The GUI operator is able to select data associated to a scenario and 
reassign them to a different one. 

Notes: The target scenario ID should exist before making this association, otherwise 
the user should create first the scenario and then perform the reassignment. 

  

Table 2-12: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__12 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_12 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_12 

Description:  The  system  shall  allow  the  deletion  of  information  received  from  first 
responders. 

Rational: The HEIMDALL operators should be able to remove/delete data from the system 

Stimulus: A delete data operation is initiated by the operator. The operator should 

Response: A success message is displayed, of HTTP 200 (OK) in the case the operation 
was invoked by directly using the API 

Verification Criterion: The selected data are deleted. 

Notes: This is dependent to functionality supported by the SP and UeRM as described in 
D4.1 [3] and D4.4 [4] respectively. 

 

Table 2-13: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__13 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_13 

Related SR(s):  Sys_Data_4 

Description: The system shall receive and present information from drones. 

Rational: Drones are considered an external system to HEIMDALL, hence information they 
provide, such as identification of hotspots, should become available in other HEIDMAL 
components, e.g., fire simulator. 

Stimulus: The drone backend system sends data to HEIMDALL. 

Response: HTTP 200 (OK) upon successful reception of the data, in the case the operation 
was invoked by directly using the API 

Verification Criterion: The data are received and stored in the geospatial database of the SP. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-14: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__14 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_14 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_17 

 Sys_Data_6 

 Sys_DataEx_21 

Description: The system shall receive external impact assessment products. 

Rational: This will allow the user having external impact assessment information when they 
enter the system. 

Stimulus: The user provides a URL to the external impact assessment products or uploads 
it to the system through the FTP service. 

Response: The geospatial database of SP receives the data and stores them accordingly. 

Verification Criterion: The user can upload existing damage map information for the region 
of interest. The GUI is able to retrieve this layers from the SP database and display it to 
the user. 

 

Table 2-15: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__15 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_15 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_18 

Description: The system shall allow updating the weather information through a file upload. 

Rational: This will allow the user to manually update the weather information by providing 
the necessary information in a file. 

Stimulus: The user uploads the weather file through the FTP service. 

Response: A success message. 

Verification Criterion: The weather information is updated with the new parameters 
provided by the user. This can be validated through the GUI screens. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-16: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__16 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_16 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_20 

Description: The system shall inform the user if specific weather parameters exceed 
user- defined thresholds 

Rational: The user should be able to define thresholds to specific weather parameters. In 
this way, when the user manually updates the weather, is warned of values violating these 
thresholds. 

Stimulus: A weather file is uploaded through the FTP service or through the GUI. 
The weather parameters of the file are parsed and compared against the user-defined 
thersholds. 
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Response: A success message that the file was well received. 

Verification Criterion: A warning message appears to the user screen in the case 
weather parameters violated the thresholds set by the HEIMDALL operators. 

Notes: This is linked to TR_DataEx_15 

 

Table 2-17: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__23 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_23 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_20 

Description: The system shall be able to load historical weather data automatically to the 
system by setting a date and using the scenario area. 

Rational:  

Stimulus: A date/scenario is selected. 

Response: The corresponding weather data is automatically loaded. 

Verification Criterion: The data stored in the SP is cross-checked with the data provided 
natively by the weather provider for the selected date. 

Notes: This is linked to TR_DataEx_15 

 

 

 Long-Term Requirements 2.2.3
 

Table 2-18: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__17 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_17 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_2 

 Sys_DataEx_3 

Description:  The system  shall  be  able  to receive  incidents  through the  
crowdsourcing application. 

Rational: Through the crowdsourcing application, the system shall be able to receive 
information about incidents. The users of the application can be considered as “trusted” 
ones compare to the input received from the social media. 

Stimulus: Incident information is received. 

Response: A success message upon successful reception. The information is then 
analysed and categorised accordingly. 

Verification Criterion: The incident information can be retrieved from the SM module 
and displayed in the GUI. 

Notes: none 
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Table 2-19: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__18 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_18 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_2 

 Sys_DataEx_3 

Description: The system shall detect severity level of incidents received from social media 

and classify them accordingly. 

Rational: The users of social media post information about incidents. The HEIMDALL 
should monitor social media traffic in order to detect information about incidents and their 
severity. 

Stimulus: Incident information is identified and forwarded to the system. 

Response:  A  success  message  upon  successful  reception.  The  information  is  then 
analysed and categorised accordingly based on its severity. 

Verification Criterion: The incident information can be retrieved from the SM module and 
displayed in the GUI. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-20: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__19 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_19 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_2 

 Sys_DataEx_3 

 Sys_DataEx_4 

Description: The  system  shall  identify the  impact  and concern  levels  of  an  incident 
identified through social media. 

Rational: The users of social media post information about incidents. The HEIMDALL should 
monitor social media traffic in order to detect information about incidents and their concern 
levels. 

Stimulus: Incident information is identified and forwarded to the system. 

Response:  A  success  message  upon  successful  reception.  The  information  is  then 
analysed and categorised accordingly based on its concern levels. 

Verification Criterion: The incident information can be retrieved from the SM module and 
displayed in the GUI. Notes: none 

 

Table 2-21: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__20 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_20 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_5 

 Sys_DataEx_6 

Description: The system shall be able to receive and filter information from 112 services 

Rational: 112 is the common emergency telephone number that can be dialled free of charge 
from most mobile telephones in order to reach emergency services (ambulance, fire and 
rescue, police). Interfacing with 112 services will provide and additional source of incident 
generations. 
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Stimulus: A message for a new incident from an 112 service. 

Response:  The  component  forwards  the  message  to  the  HEIMDALL  SP  and  the  SM 
modules. 

Verification Criterion: A new incident is created in the system and can be inspected through 
the SM/GUI modules. 

Notes: This is a service used by the practitioners and is integrated in their systems. Hence it 
will not provide added value within HEIMDALL. 

 

Table 2-22: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__21 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_21 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_8 

 Sys_DataEx_9 

Description: The system shall assign data received from the public to a specific incident 

either manually or automatically. 

Rational: The operator or system shall assign data received from the public to a specific 
incident. These data can be received from the HEIMDALL mobile application (for the public), 
from social media or any other way. 

Stimulus: Members of the pubic send data to HEIMDALL for specific incidents. 

Response: Success message upon successful reception of the message. 

Verification Criterion: The operator is able to assign the data to specific scenarios in a 
manual or an automatic manner. 

Notes: none 

 

Table 2-23: Technical Requirement TR_DataEx__22 

Requirement ID: TR_DataEx_22 

Related SR(s):  Sys_DataEx_19 

Description: The system shall be able to select the weather station from where the current 

weather in the scenario menu is collected. 

Rational:  

Stimulus: The SP is configured to a specific weather station. 

Response: The source of weather data is changed. 

Verification Criterion: The data retrieved by the SP are cross-checked with the data natively 
provided by the selected weather station by directly connecting to it. 

Notes: none 
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2.3 Other Requirements 

 Short Term Requirements 2.3.1
N/A based on the system requirements reports. 

  Mid-Term Requirements 2.3.2
N/A based on the system requirements reports. 

 Long-Term Requirements 2.3.3
N/A based on the system requirements reports. 
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3 Reference Architecture 

3.1 HEIMDALL overall architecture 
The architecture of HEIMDALL’s local unit is shown in Figure 3-1, whereas details about it 
are provided in deliverable report D2.12 [2]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Local unit architecture 

 

The external interfaces components component, which facilitates the connection with 
external data sources and systems, connects to the HEIMDALL system through the 
enterprise service bus (ESB) to the Service Platform (SP). As described in D4.1 [3], the core 
element of the HEIMDALL architecture is the Service Platform (SP) offered to each individual 
authority for response planning and scenario building. 

3.2 Interface with the Service Platform 
The external interfaces component interacts with the Service Platform for retrieving data from 
external sources and systems. The SP provides access to other HEIMDALL data resources 
and functionality by use of different RESTful web services. Table 3-1 shows ESB as the 
interface connecting the external interfaces components with the SP. 

 

Table 3-1: Interfaces with other components 

 

Interface Short description Methods Protocol 

ESB RESTful web service 
interface 

GET, POST, PUT, 
DELETE 

HTTP(S) 
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4 Module Functionality 

Apart from the data provided by HEIMDALL subsystems, performing their own processing 
chains, HEIMDALL workflows also involve externally available information by third party 
providers, such as e.g. weather data. For this purpose, the external interfaces component 
provides service-specific interfaces as plugins that will retrieve the information from the 
external service provider using the service provider’s API, adapt it and feed it to the SP via 
the already provided open interfaces. It is also foreseen that HEIMDALL-generated 
information will need to be communicated to external services, only in the cases that this 
would be allowed by such external services and systems. Table 4-1 presents the external 
system inputs and outputs and by which entity they are provided. 

 

Table 4-1: External systems inputs and outputs 

Products and/or 
Services 

Inputs needed Provided by Used 
by 

Service-specific 
interfaces as plug-ins 

Service API External services SP 

Enterprise Service bus ESB hosts the various services and 
interface proxies to external systems. It 
enables the use of HTTP/REST, FTP 
and other protocols for accessing the 
external interface services and products 

SP All other 
HEIMD 
ALL 
services 

Copernicus EO 
services 

Information  for  emergency  response  
in relation to different types of disasters 

Copernicus 
emergency 
management 
service 

SP 

SM 

Simu 

SA 

DS 

Seasonal forecasts and climate 
predictions by holding records on 
temperatures, rainfall and drought, sea 
levels and ice sheets. 

Copernicus 
climate change 
service 

Enhanced atmospheric environmental 
information available as analyses, re- 
analysis and forecasts 

Copernicus 
atmosphere 
monitoring service 

Geographical information on land 
cover/land use 

Copernicus land 
monitoring service 

Near real-time products, multi-
year products, in-situ observations and 
forecasts 

Copernicus 
marine and 
environment 
monitoring service 

GDACS information Real-time  access  to  web‐based  
disaster information systems and related 
coordination tools 

GDACS SP 

SM 

Meteorological and 
hydrological 
information 

Weather  and  hydrological  parameters 
(wind, wind direction, temperature, 
relative humidity, precipitation, etc.) 
 

Forecast over 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 36, 48h 

External services SP 

Simu 
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Cartographic data Various layers including, geography, 
bathymetry, administrative, transportation 
networks (i.e., highways, roads, railways, 
etc.), and other grids 

External services SP 

Simu 

Census data Population density of the areas of interest. External services SP 

SA 

DS 

Critical infrastructure 
information 

Assets that are essential for the 
functioning of a society and economy. 
 

This is linked to the GOIs 

External services SP 
 

Simu 

SA 

DS Asset location The location of  the assets (vehicles 
and first responders) on the map. 

External services SP 

SA 

DS 

Information received 
from drones 

Data captured from the drones External services SP 

Simu 

SA 

DS Crowdsourcing 
information from FRs 

Information received through the 
smartphone application 

Smartphone 
application 

SP 

SM 

SA 

DS Information received 
from social media and 
other services 

Information  received  from  social  
media 
(links with VOST) 
 

Information received from 112 services 

External services SP 

SM 

Census data Population density of the areas of interest. External services SP 

SA 

DS 

Critical infrastructure 
information 

Assets that are essential for the 
functioning of a society and economy. 
 

This is linked to the GOIs 

External services SP 
 

Simu 

SA 

DS Asset location The location of  the assets (vehicles 
and first responders) on the map. 

External services SP 

SA 

DS 

Information received 
from drones 

Data captured from the drones External services SP 

Simu 

SA 

DS Crowdsourcing 
information from FRs 

Information received through the 
smartphone application 

Smartphone 
application 

SP 

SM 

SA 

DS  

The HEIMDALL-generated information needs to be communicated to external services, 
including external users and social media platforms. For this purpose, controlled access to 
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OGC interfaces for direct data acquisition is possible, complying with the security and access 
policies of HEIMDALL. In addition, a service gateway functionality is possible via the ESB by 
which external services is able to subscribe to data/events and retrieve them via a variety of 
interfaces (e.g., HTTP, REST, SOAP, FTP, e-mail, etc.). 

More details on the SP interfaces to HEIMDALL subsystems as well as external services, 
including specific technical interface specifications and message formats and examples have 
been provided in D4.1 - Service Platform Design and Specifications [3] (on M18) and their 
final version will be available in D4.2 and D4.3 on M38. 

The external data sources to be considered will be the following but are not limited to: 

 Copernicus Emergency Management Service (EMS) 

o Copernicus EMS mapping. Products are Rapid Mapping, Risk, and Recovery 
[5]. Rapid mapping products are being provided by SERTIT and made 
available to the HEIMDALL through the established FTP service. 

o European Flood Awareness System (EFAS) [6]. The WMS functionality will 
become available early 2019 to all users. The Sensor Observation Service 
(SOS) for post-processed river discharge forecasts at selected locations is 
only available to EFAS members and third party users. 

o European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS) [7]. The EFFIS WMS 
functionality is provided through  http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/applications/data-
and-services/. Information curated from EFFIS, taken from various sources 
can be found in the “Fire News” category. The corresponding data can be 
retrieved as a KML file (an example can be retrieve following the link 
http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/applications/fire- 
news/kml/?&from_date=01/02/2019&to_date=21/02/2019). The user has to 
provide the start and end date. 

 Other Copernicus Services 

 Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS) [8]. A JSON file containing 
the alerts received can be retrieved from  http://www.gdacs.org/alerts. 

 Meteorological data and weather forecasting services 

 Hydrological information 

 Cartographic data and services 

 Census data (population density, etc.). The information relevant to HEIMDALL is 
about the population and the number of homes and households. The rest of the 
information such as about the economic sectors can be used by other modules (e.g., 
impact assessment) as additional auxiliary input to provide updated metrics. 

 Critical infrastructure information (in the form of GOIs) 

 Resource management systems regarding the asset location, an additional source of 
data, apart from the information received thought the HEIMDALL mobile application, 
is through the coordination centre of participating first responder entities. For 
example, in the case of Catalan Fire and Rescue Service this could be achieved 
through the SIGB and DPX applications, i.e., interfacing with the Oracle databases 
that support these applications. 

 Data from the VOST community (European Virtual Operations Support Team) [9].  

Regarding the census data, a candidate external service is the one provided by Institute 
d’Estadistica de Catalunya (Idescat) through its API. Its online documentation is available 
through an API where the user would be able to search and retrieve information for counties 
and municipalities covered by that authority regarding: 
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 Population 

 Homes and households 

 Main aggregates and taxes 

 Economic sectors 

 Employment 

 Culture and sport 

 Elections 

 Environment 
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5 Technical Specification 

This section provides a summary of the implementation of the interfaces, the corresponding 
end points and examples of response messages. 

5.1 Weather Data Service 

 Fetch Current/Historical Weather Conditions 5.1.1
In order for a HEIMDALL module to receive the current or past weather conditions the 
service summarised in Table 5-1. Weather data will be retrieved from an external data 
service (e.g. wunderground.com) and proxied via the SP to all recipient modules through the 
Weather Data Service. 

Table 5-1: Fetch current/historical weather conditions service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_01 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

All modules of HEIMDALL, mainly the simulation, 
scenario management and GUI 

Data exchanged Weather conditions 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Coordinates, date and time. 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response JSON file with the weather conditions 

Notes Without a successful login operation the component will 
not accept the incoming request; the user request will be 
rejected and the user will get a “401 Unauthorised” 
response. 

 

The following is an example of a GET request that is issued when the user wants to fetch 
past weather conditions. The user has to provide the date and time of interest, together with 
the coordinates. 

 

GET 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/weather/conditions/q/42.35,1.46.json?time=2 

0180515:19:40&externaljson=true 

 

The following is an example of a GET request that is issued when the user wants to fetch 
current weather conditions. The user has to provide only the coordinates. 

 

GET 
http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/weather/conditions/q/42.35,1.46.json?extern 
aljson=true 
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When the parameter externaljson is true the response will the original JSON of the external 
service provider under the "json" attribute. 

A part of the response is as follows: 

 

{ 

"type":"FeatureCollection", "totalFeatures":1, "features":[ 

{ 

"type":"Feature", "id":"conditions.180789", "geometry":{ 

"type":"Point", 

"coordinates":[ 

0.36, 

40.6 

] 

, 

"geometry_name":"geom", "properties":{ 

"fid":180789, 

"temperature":19.4, "humidity":"53%", "winddirection":74, "windspeed":"6", 
"pressure":"30.04", "percipitation1hr":" 0", "percipitationtoday":"0", 
"date":"2018-05-16T08:49:16Z", "sky":null, 

"json":"\n{\n \"response\": {\n \"version\":\"0.1\",\n 

\"termsofService\":\"http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/d/terms.html\" 

,\n \"features\": {\n \"conditions\": 1\n }\n\t}\n 

,\t\"current_observation\": {\n\t\t\"image\": 

{\n\t\t\"url\":\"http://icons.wxug.com/graphics/wu2/logo_130x80.png\",\n\t\ 
t\"title\":\"Weather 
Underground\",\n\t\t\"link\":\"http://www.wunderground.com\"\n\t\t},\n\t\t\ 
"display_location\": {\n\t\t\"full\":\"Sant  Rafel del Maestrat, 
Spain\",\n\t\t\"city\":\"Sant Rafel   del 
Maestrat\",\n\t\t\"state\":\"CS\",\n\t\t\"state_name\":\"Spain\",\n\t\t\"co 
untry\":\"SP\",\n\t\t\"country_iso3166\":\"ES\",\n\t\t\"zip\":\"00000\",\n\ 
\t\"magic\":\"24\",\n\t\t\"wmo\":\"08238\",\n\t\t\"latitude\":\"40.600000\ 
",\n\t\t\"longitude\":\"0.360000\",\n\t\t\"elevation\":\"242.0\"\n\t\t},\n\ 

 t\t\"observation_location\":                       
{\n\t\t\"full\":\"Reus,\",\n\t\t\"city\":\"Reus\",\n\t\t\"state\":\"\",\n\t
\t\"country\":\"SP\",\n 

\t\t\"country_iso3166\":\"ES\",\n\t\t\"latitude\":\"40.60\",\n\t\t\"longitu 
de\":\"0.37\",\n\t\t\"elevation\":\"711    ft\"\n\t\t},\n\t\t\"estimated\": 

{\n\t\t},\n\t\t\"station_id\":\"ISANTRAF2\",\n\t\t\"observation_time\":\"La 
st Updated on May 16, 10:42 AM 
CEST\",\n\t\t\"observation_time_rfc822\":\"Wed,  16  May  2018  10:42:44 

+0200\",\n\t\t\"observation_epoch\":\"1526460164\",\n\t\t\"local_time_rfc82 

2\":\"Wed,           16           May           2018           10:52:15 

+0200\",\n\t\t\"local_epoch\":\"1526460735\",\n\t\t\"local_tz_short\":\"CES 
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T\",\n\t\t\"local_tz_long\":\"Europe/Madrid\",\n\t\t\"local_tz_offset\":\"+ 

0200\",\n\t\t\"weather\":\"Clear\",\n\t\t\"temperature_string\":\"66.9 F 
(19.4 

C)\",\n\t\t\"temp_f\":66.9,\n\t\t\"temp_c\":19.4,\n\t\t\"relative_humidity\ 
":\"53%\",\n\t\t\"wind_string\":\"From the ENE at 3.7 MPH Gusting to 6.8 

MPH\",\n\t\t\"wind_dir\":\"ENE\",\n\t\t\"wind_degrees\":74,\n\t\t\"wind_mph 

\":3.7,\n\t\t\"wind_gust_mph\":\"6.8\",\n\t\t\"wind_kph\":6.0,\n\t\t\"wind_ 

gust_kph\":\"10.9\",\n\t\t\"pressure_mb\":\"1017\",\n\t\t\"pressure_in\":\" 

30.04\",\n\t\t\"pressure_trend\":\"0\",\n\t\t\"dewpoint_string\":\"50 F (10 

C)\",\n\t\t\"dewpoint_f\":50,\n\t\t\"dewpoint_c\":10,\n\t\t\"heat_index_str 
ing\":\"NA\",\n\t\t\"heat_index_f\":\"NA\",\n\t\t\"heat_index_c\":\"NA\",\n 

\t\t\"windchill_string\":\"NA\",\n\t\t\"windchill_f\":\"NA\",\n\t\t\"windch 

ill_c\":\"NA\",\n\t\t\"feelslike_string\":\"66.9          F          (19.4 

C)\",\n\t\t\"feelslike_f\":\"66.9\",\n\t\t\"feelslike_c\":\"19.4\",\n\t\t\" 
visibility_mi\":\"N/A\",\n\t\t\"visibility_km\":\"N/A\",\n\t\t\"solarradiat 

ion\":\"--\",\n\t\t\"UV\":\"-1\",\"precip_1hr_string\":\"-999.00 in ( 0 
mm)\",\n\t\t\"precip_1hr_in\":\"-999.00\",\n\t\t\"precip_1hr_metric\":\" 

0\",\n\t\t\"precip_today_string\":\"0.00               in               (0 

mm)\",\n\t\t\"precip_today_in\":\"0.00\",\n\t\t\"precip_today_metric\":\"0\ 
",\n\t\t\"icon\":\"clear\",\n\t\t\"icon_url\":\"http://icons.wxug.com/i/c/k 

/clear.gif\",\n\t\t\"forecast_url\":\"http://www.wunderground.com/global/st 

ations/08238.html\",\n\t\t\"history_url\":\"http://www.wunderground.com/wea 
therstation/WXDailyHistory.asp?ID=ISANTRAF2\",\n\t\t\"ob_url\":\"http://www 

.wunderground.com/cgi- 

bin/findweather/getForecast?query=40.595425,0.369418\",\n\t\t\"nowcast\":\" 

\"\n\t}\n}\n", 

"weather":"Clear", "temperature_string":"66.9 F (19.4 C)", 

"wind_string":"From the ENE at 3.7 MPH Gusting to 6.8 MPH", 

"display_full_location":"Sant Rafel del Maestrat, Spain", 
"observation_time":"Last Updated on May 16, 10:42 AM CEST", 

"weather_icon":"http://icons.wxug.com/i/c/k/clear.gif" 

} 

} 

], 

"crs":{ "type":"name", "properties":{ 

"name":"urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326" 

 } 

} 

} 
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 Fetch Forecast 5.1.2
In order for a HEIMDALL module to receive weather forecast the service summarised in 
Table 5-2 is used. 

Table 5-2: Fetch weather forecast service. 

Service ID SP_dataex_02 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

All   modules   of   HEIMDALL,   mainly   the   simulation, 
scenario management and GUI 

Data exchanged Weather forecast 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Coordinates, date and time. 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response JSON file with the weather forecast 

Notes Without a successful login operation the component will 
not accept the incoming request; the user request will be 
rejected and the user will get a “401 Unauthorised” 
response. 

 

The following is an example of a GET request that is issued when the user wants to fetch 
weather forecast. The user has to provide the date and time of interest, together with the 
coordinates 

 

GET 
http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/weather/conditions/q/hourly10days/x,y.json& 
time=20190225T11:00 

Where x = latitude, y = longitude. 

 

 

An example of a response JSON file is as follows. 

 

{ 

"type": "FeatureCollection", "totalFeatures": 1, "features": [ 

{ 

"type": "Feature", "id": "conditions.0", "geometry": { 

 "type": "Point", "coordinates": [ 

1.5, 

40.8 

] 

 

}, 
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"geometry_name": "geom", "properties": { 

"fid": 0, 

"temperature": 12.74, "humidity": "0", "winddirection": 107, "windspeed": 
"2.45", "pressure": "1033.69", "percipitation1hr": "0", 
"percipitationtoday": "-", 

"date": "2019-02-25T11:00:00Z", "sky": "0", 

"json": null, "weather": null, "temperature_string": null, "wind_string": 
null, "display_full_location": null, "observation_time": null, 

"weather_icon": "http://icons.wxug.com/i/c/k/clear.gif" 

} 

} 

], 

"crs": { 

"type": "name", "properties": { 

"name": "urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4326" 

} 

} 

} 

 

 Fetch 10 days batch precipitation conditions 5.1.3
In order for a  HEIMDALL module to receive  hourly precipitation conditions for a given 
number of days the service summarised in Table 5-3 is used. 

 

Table 5-3: Fetch weather forecast service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_03 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

All modules of HEIMDALL, mainly the simulation ones 

Data exchanged Hourly precipitation conditions 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Coordinates, date and number of days 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response JSON file with the hourly precipitation conditions 

Notes Without a successful login operation the component will 
not accept the incoming request; the user request will be 
rejected and the user will get a “401 Unauthorised” 
response. 
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The following is an example of a GET request that is issued when the user wants to fetch 
precipitation conditions. 

 

GET http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/batchweather?lon=&lat=&date=&days= 

 

The user has to provide the coordinates, the number of days and the date which he/she 
wants the forecast. The parameters of the request are as follows: 

 

 lon: location longitude in WGS84 decimal degrees (e.g. 1.343135) 

 lat: location latitude in WGS84 decimal degrees (e.g. 40.881231) 

 days: the period in days of the requested conditions 

 date: The date that we wish to fetch hourly precipitation for (e.g. 2018-12-21). The 
result will include conditions for the number of days indicated in the days parameter, 
starting at days/2 before and ending at days/2 after that date. 

 

An example of a response JSON file is as follows. 

 

[ 

{ "date" : "2018-11-30" , "from" : "00:00", "hours" : 1, 

"value" : 0.6 

}, 

{ "date" : "2018-11-30", "from" : "01:00", "hours" : 1, 

"value" : 0.6 

} 

..... 

{ "date" : "2018-12-09" , "from" : "23:00", "hours" : 1, 

"value" : 0.6 

} 

] 

 

5.2 FTP service 
Another service offered by this module in collaboration with other SP core functionalities is 
an FTP service. That service can be used to upload/auto-register EO products to the OGC 
repository of the SP. 

A user can successfully use the FTP service through the following: 

1) Connection to the VPN of HEIMDALL (all services of HEIMDALL reside in a private 
network, FTP as well) 

2) FTP to esb.heimdall.sp with credentials that are provided by SPH and upload a zip file 
containing a single EO product (e.g., a .shp file and other index and projection files if 
needed) 

3) The name of the zip should be in the format: 

source.productname.namespace.layername.date.zip 
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a. source: is the source of the EO image, e.g. terrasarx 

b. productname: is what type of product is included to the zip file (i.e. which rapid 
mapping process produces that product), or the name of the institution 

that generates the product. 

c. namespace: heimdall is used as the namespace of all products 

d. layername: products owner’s choice. Has to do with the actual contents of the 
layer; this is a human-friendly identifier so that the GUI operator can easily identify the 
contents of the layer. 

e. date: yyyyMMddTHHmmss 

4)  In order to avoid reprojections the coordinates system of the layer should be WGS84 
(EPSG:4326) 

The naming of the files uploaded through the FTP service has been agreed among all 
partners that want to share information. 

 

5.3 Content Service 
In order for a HEIMDALL module to receive multimedia content from First Responders SP 
exposes an API for uploading georeferenced media information. 

 

Table 5-4: Content Service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_04 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

First responders 

Data exchanged Media information 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Coordinates, date and multimedia file (text, image, video) 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes Without a successful login operation the component will 
not accept the incoming request; the user request will be 
rejected and the user will get a “401 Unauthorised” 
response. 

 

 

The following is an example of a POST request that is issued when the user wants to upload 
a media file. 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/content 

{ 

    "Description": "Image from Site", 

    "Longitude": 1.56163, 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/content
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    "Latitude": 42.04187, 

    "Source": "FR-1"  

} 

<<<MULTIPART CONTENT WITH FILE BYTES HERE>>> 

 

The user has to provide the coordinates, a description and the content of the file being 
uploaded: 

 

 Description: description of the content 

 Longitude: location longitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 Latitude: location latitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 source(optional) : description of the source of the contentate. 
 

5.4 Layers Service 
SP provides a service for registering custom layers. Those layers can be vector layers (in 
GeoJson or Shape file format) or raster layers (in GeoTIFF format) 

 

Table 5-5: Content Service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_05 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

Map Content Providers 

Data exchanged Map Layers 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Layer data 

Data representation protocol JSON + layer binary data 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes Without a successful login operation the component will 
not accept the incoming request; the user request will be 
rejected and the user will get a “401 Unauthorised” 
response. 

 

 

The following is an example of a POST request that is issued when the user wants to register 
a new layer. 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/layers/manage 

{ 

  "name" : "heimdall:traffic2", 

  "category" : "General", 

  "description": "External Traffic 2", 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/layers/manage
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  "isbase": false, 

  "isexternal" : true, 

  "metadata": [ 

                { 

                    "name": "number", 

                    "type": "int", 

                    "value": 2 

                }, 

                { 

                    "name": "changedat", 

                    "type": "dateTime", 

                    "value": "2018-09-05T13:05:00"  

                } 

  ], 

  "stylemetadata": [ 

                { 

                    "name": "type", 

                    "type": "string", 

                    "value": "line"  

                } 

  ] 

} 

<<<MULTIPART CONTENT WITH LAYER DATA HERE>>> 

 

The user has to provide some generic layer information and optionally some metadata which 
can be used by the GUI for rendering the layer: 

 

 name: the resource urn of the layer, including namespace and layername 

 category(optional): the category of the layer 

 description: the description of the layer 

 isbase: true if layer is a base cartographic layer (reference), false otherwise 

 isexternal: true of the layer is by reference and points to an external map service 

 metadata(optional): custom key/value pairs that can be used by the consuming 
service 

 stylemetadata(optional): custom key/value pairs that can be used by a GUI to render 
the layer with custom symbols/colors 
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5.5 Drones Service 
SP provides a set of services for drones systems, to send position and image information to 
the HEIMDALL platform 

 

Table 5-6: Drone Position Service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_06 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

Drones Platform 

Data exchanged Position Data 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Position and date 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes  

 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/position 

{"id": 6, "height": 322.2694510183659, "latitude": 1.8084789611000007, 
"timestamp": "2019-03-13 13:09:36.723676", "longitude": 41.67026354255337} 

 

Input parameters are: 

 id: the id of the drone 

 height: height of the drone in meters 

 longitude: location longitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 latitude: location latitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 timestamp: the date and time of the position report 
 

A second service for uploading to the platform image information is shown below. 

Table 5-7: Drone Image Service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_07 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

Drones Platform 

Data exchanged Image Data 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Image data 

Data representation protocol JSON+binary 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/position
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Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes  

 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/image 

{"type": "visual or thermal", "id": 6, "drone": 6 "height": 
409.1601339285714, "longitude": 41.672884273900124, "image": 
"serializedimagebytes", "latitude": 1.8089331391774406, "timestamp": "2019-
03-13 12:54:56.107070"} 

 

Input parameters are: 

 id: the id of the image 

 type: the type of the image (visual or thermal) 

 drone: the id of the drone 

 longitude: location longitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 image: base64 representation of the image captured by the drone 

 timestamp: the date and time of the position report 
 

Finally there is a service for uploading to the platform hotspot images 

Table 5-8: Drone Hotspot Service. 
 

Service ID SP_dataex_08 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

Drones Platform 

Data exchanged Hotspot Image Data 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Hotspot Image Data 

Data representation protocol JSON+binary 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes  

 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/hotspot 

{"temperature": 3000.0, "id": 6, "drone": 6, "height": 409.1601339285714, 
"longitude": 41.672884273900124, "thermal_image": "serializedimagebytes", 
"visual_image": "serializedimagebytes", "latitude": 1.8089331391774406, 
"timestamp": "2019-03-13 12:54:56.107070"} 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/image
http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/drones/hotspot
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Input parameters are: 

 id: the id of the image 

 temperature: the temperature of the thermal sensor 

 drone: the id of the drone 

 longitude: location longitude in WGS84 decimal degrees 

 thermal_image: base64 representation of the hotspot image captured by the drone 

 visual_image: : base64 representation of the visual image captured by the drone 

 timestamp: the date and time of the position report 
 

5.6 Waypoints Service 
 

First responders can make use of this service to register assets location at the SP. Those 
assets are represents via points in a waypoint path and can be displays and shared between 
the users of the platform. 

 

Table 5-9: Drone Hotspot Service. 

Service ID SP_dataex_09 

Assumed consumers (via reference 
point) 

First Reponders 

Data exchanged Asset data 

Operations N/A 

Main parameters Waypoint representing an asset in terms of location and 
users to share the waypoint with 

Data representation protocol JSON 

Communication protocol HTTP (POST) 

Response HTTP Status Code 

Notes  

 

 

POST http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/waypoints 

{ 

   "scenarioId":137, 

   "geoJson":{ 

      "type":"FeatureCollection", 

      "features":[ 

         { 

            "type":"Feature", 

            "geometry":{ 

               "type":"Point", 

http://esb.heimdall.sp/services/rest/waypoints
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               "coordinates":[ 

                  -0.0909003, 

                  51.5282222 

               ] 

            }, 

            "properties":{ 

               "description" : "test"  

            } 

         } 

      ] 

   }, 

   "users":[ 

      "span", 

      "angel"  

   ] 

} 

Input parameters are: 

 scenarioid(optional): the id of the scenario that this waypoint will be associated with 

 geojson: a GeoJSON describing the coordinates (location) of the asset 

 users: a list of user names that this asset will be shared with 
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6 Test Plan 

This  section  contains  the  list  of  tests  designed  and  performed targeting  the necessary 
features in order to verify the coverage of the relevant requirements described in Section 2. It 
is important to highlight that the tests documented in this deliverable are the ones for testing 
the functionalities of external interfaces module individually, requesting small interaction with 
other modules. More elaborate integration tests will be provided in the context of WP 2. 

The tests are defined during the implementation of the various features and refined as the 
implementation matures. Two months before each release the tests are performed in 
collaboration with the HEIMDALL partners developing the modules that interact with the 
external interfaces component. The results are documented and updates are performed for 
each unsuccessful result. 

For each technical requirement, suitable tests have been described and performed for 
assessing the fulfilment of each technical requirement. The template used for the 
documentation of the tests can be found in Table 6-1. 

 

Table 6-1: Test template  
 

Test ID Unique test identifier in the format “TS_DataEx_#” 

 
Requirements to 
be verified 

List of technical and system requirements that this test verifies in the form 

 TR_DataEx_# 

o Sys_<module>_# 

Test objective Short description of the test objective 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

Detailed steps to be followed in order to perform the test in the form 

1. The user … 
 

2. The user… 
 

3. … 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

List of pre-requisites which are mandatory to be fulfilled before the test starts; in 
the form 

 

 … 

Success criteria List or description of success criteria 

Results analysis Analysis of the test 

Success PASSED / FAILED / PARTIAL / NOT_PERFORMED 
 

 

The entire HEIMDALL platform as well as the external interfaces component functionality is 
only accessible from within the HEIMDALL VPN. Therefore, in order to test the functionality 
presented in the following subsections the users should have access to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

 

6.1 Test Report 
This section presents the testing campaign of the system, against solidly defined test cases. 
Each test case aims to validate one or more functional technical requirements of external 
interfaces defined in Section 2.  
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Table 6-2: TS_DataEx_01: Access the database that stores GIS data and EO products through FTP 

Test ID TS_DataEx_01 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_02 

o Sys_Data_3 

 

Test objective 
Verify that  the  system  provides a  database to  store  base layers  and  EO 
products. The operation can be performed by using an FTP service. 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the files that have to follow the EPSG 4326 (WGS84 
decimal degrees) coordinates reference system and the naming 
conventions, in order to be automatically registered in the SP GIS database. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The FTP server needs to be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps, base layer and additional user produced layers 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-3: TS_DataEx_02: FR data manual assignment to incident/scenario 

Test ID TS_DataEx_02 

Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_03 

o Sys_DataEx_7 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to store and retrieve FR data and the user 
perform manual assignment to incident/scenario 

 
 

 
Test procedure 

1. The FR uses the HEIMDALL mobile application. 
 

2. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. The FR sends data from the mobile application to HEIMDALL. 
 

4. The GUI operator selects the FR data and manually assigns them to an 
incident scenario. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile application and backend should be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and layers 
 

 FR data 

Results analysis N
/
A 

 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-4: TS_DataEx_03: FR data automatic assignment to incident/scenario 

Test ID TS_DataEx_03 
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Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_03 

o Sys_DataEx_7 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to store and retrieve FR data and perform 
automatic assignment to incident/scenario 

 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1. The FR uses the HEIMDALL mobile application. 
 

2. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. 
 

4. The FR sends data from the mobile application to HEIMDALL. 
 

5. The data are automatically assigned to an incident/scenario. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile application and backend should be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and layers 
 

 FR data 

Results analysis There is no way to automatically assign an asset to a scenario, as the FR 
application is not aware of the scenario id 

Success PARTIAL 

 

Table 6-5: TS_DataEx_04: Accessing weather information from private sources (weather 
stations/users) 

Test ID TS_DataEx_04 

Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_06 

o Sys_DataEx_15 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to retrieve meteorological information from private 
stations/users. 

 

 
 
 
 
Test procedure 

1. A  HEIMDALL  component  (e.g.,  fire  simulator,  GUI,  etc.)  requests 
weather information from a private source. 

 

2. The SP forwards the request to the external interfaces components. 
 

3. The request is forwarded to the corresponding resource through the 
external interfaces component. 

 

4. The weather information is retrieved and forwarded to the component 
that requested it originally. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform is operational. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Updated weather information 

Results analysis  SP integrated weather fetching from meteocat (Catalan weather 
service), but each weather station has its own API (some time 
proprietary) and it is not possible to retrieve information directly from 
private users’ weather stations 

Success PARTIAL 
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Table 6-6: TS_DataEx_05: Providing information to the landslide simulator 

Test ID TS_DataEx_05 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_07 

o Sys_DataEx_16 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to retrieve soil characteristics, elevations and 
landslide inventories for the area of interest. 

 
 
 
 
 
Test procedure 

1. The  landslide  simulator  component  requests  updated  information 
regarding the area of interest (soil characteristics, elevations and landslide 
inventories). 

 

2. The SP forwards the request to the external interfaces components. 
 

3. The request is forwarded to the corresponding resource through the 
external interfaces component. 

 

4. The  information is  retrieved and  forwarded to  the  component that 
requested it originally. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform is operational. 

 

Success criteria 
The landslide simulator consumes the information without returning error or 
warning messages concerning the data served. 

Results analysis N/A 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-7: TS_DataEx_06: Access and display damage maps 

Test ID TS_DataEx_06 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_08 

o Sys_DataEx_17 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to access and display damage maps for the area 
of interest. 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the files that have to follow the EPSG 4326 (WGS84 
decimal degrees) coordinates reference system and the naming 
conventions, in order to be automatically registered in the SP GIS database. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The FTP server needs to be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and map layers 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-8: TS_DataEx_07: Access and display damage maps 

Test ID TS_DataEx_07 
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Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_01 

o Sys_Data_01 

o Sys_Data_05 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to present information received from various 
sources as map layers. 

 

 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the files that have to follow the EPSG 4326 (WGS84 
decimal degrees) coordinates reference system and the naming 
conventions, in order to be automatically registered in the SP GIS database. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The FTP server needs to be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps and map layers. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps, map layers and user generated map 

layers  

 
 
Results analysis 

 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-9: TS_DataEx_08: Access and display weather information 

Test ID TS_DataEx_08 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_04 

o Sys_DataEx_13 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to access weather information 
 

 
 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user (component of system operator) requests weather update. 
 

3. The  external  interfaces  component  fetches  the  requested  weather 
information from the external source. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps and map layers. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and weather information 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-10: TS_DataEx_09: Access and display hydrological information 

Test ID TS_DataEx_09 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_05 

o Sys_DataEx_14 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to access hydrological information 
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Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user (component of system operator) requests weather update. 
 

3. The  external  interfaces  component  fetches  the  requested  weather 
information from the external source. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps and map layers. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and hydrological information 

Results analysis N/A 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-11: TS_DataEx_10: Access and display hydrological information 

Test ID TS_DataEx_10 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_05 

o Sys_DataEx_14 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to accept hydrological information as a file upload 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the files that have to follow the EPSG 4326 (WGS84 
decimal degrees) coordinates reference system and the naming 
conventions, in order to be automatically registered in the SP GIS database. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps and map layers. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and hydrological information 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-12: TS_DataEx_11: Show asset location on the map; the assets are using the HEIMDALL 
mobile application 

Test ID TS_DataEx_11 

 
Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_09 

o Sys_DataEx_01 

o Sys_DataEx_19 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to show asset locations on the map 

 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. A user through the HEIMDALL mobile phone application shares his/her 
location to the HEIMDALL SP, by pressing the corresponding button. 

 

3. A first responder position (as an example of georeferenced data) is 
stored at the SP via an HTTP REST API call. Then this location can be 
displayed in the GUI. 
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Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile phone should have access to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and assets (as points) 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-13: TS_DataEx_12: Show asset location on the map; interfacing with resource management 
systems 

Test ID TS_DataEx_12 

 
Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_09 

o Sys_DataEx_01 

o Sys_DataEx_19 

 

Test objective 
Verify  that  the  system  is  able  to  accept  asset  location  through  resource 
management systems used by practitioners 

 

 
 
 
 
Test procedure 

1.     The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2.     The user request the location(s) of asset(s), either by their ID, their 
TYPE or the location of assets in a specific area. 

 

3. The SP forwards the request to the external interfaces component, 
which retrieves the data from such an external where access has been 
granted. 

 

4.     The results are forwarded to the requesting component through the SP. 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and assets 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-14: TS_DataEx_13: Show list of information received from FRs through the mobile application 

Test ID TS_DataEx_13 

 
Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_10 

o Sys_DataEx_7 

o Sys_DataEx_10 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to store and retrieve FR data and list the ones not 
yet assigned to an incident/scenario 

 
 

 
Test procedure 

1. The FR uses the HEIMDALL mobile application. 
 

2. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. The FR sends data from the mobile application to HEIMDALL. 
 

4. The GUI operator selects the FR data not already assigned to an 
incident/scenario. 
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Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile application and backend should be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Data received from FRs 

 Data associated to incidents/scenarios 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-15: TS_DataEx_14: Perform data reassignment 

Test ID TS_DataEx_14 

 
Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_11 

o Sys_DataEx_7 

o Sys_DataEx_11 

 

Test objective 
Verify that the system is able to store and retrieve FR data and reassign them 
to different incident/scenario 

 
 

 
Test procedure 

1. The FR uses the HEIMDALL mobile application. 
 

2. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. The FR sends data from the mobile application to HEIMDALL. 
 

4. The GUI operator selects the FR data and assigns them to a different 
incident/scenario. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile application and backend should be up and running. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Data received from FRs 

 Data associated to incidents/scenarios 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-16: TS_DataEx_15: Deletion of FR data 

Test ID TS_DataEx_15 

Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_12 

o Sys_DataEx_12 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to delete information received from FRs 

 
 
 
Test procedure 

1. The FR uses the HEIMDALL mobile application. 
 

2. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. The FR sends data from the mobile application to HEIMDALL. 
 

4. The GUI operator selects the FR data and deletes them. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile application and backend should be up and running 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 
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Success criteria 

The delete operation is perform only if the issuing user has the proper role. The 
user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Data received from FRs 

 Data associated to incidents/scenarios 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-17: TS_DataEx_16: Reception and presentation of drone information 

Test ID TS_DataEx_16 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_13 

o Sys_Data_4 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to receive and present information from drones 

 
 
 
 
Test procedure 

1. The FR connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The drone backend system is connected to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

3. The  drone  system  sends  information  to  HEIMDALL  through  the 
external interfaces component. 

 

4. The data are forwarded to the SP, which stores them in the geospatioal 
database. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The drone backend should be up and running 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and layers 

 Drone data 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

 

Table 6-18: TS_DataEx_17: Reception and presentation of impact assessment products 

Test ID TS_DataEx_17 

 
 
Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_14 

o Sys_DataEx_17 

o Sys_Data_6 

o Sys_DataEx_21 

 

Test objective 
Verify that  the  system  is  able  to  receive and  present impact assessment 
products. 

 
 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the impact assessment as map layers. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile phone should have access to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 
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Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and map layers 

Results analysis The test has been performed and passed according to the success criteria. 

Success PASSED 

 

Table 6-19: TS_DataEx_18: Reception and presentation of weather information as files uploads 

Test ID TS_DataEx_18 

Requirement to be 
verified 

 TR_DataEx_15 

o Sys_DataEx_18 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to receive weather information as file uploads 

 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
3. The user uploads the updated weather file. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile phone should have access to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the GUI: 

 Maps and map layers 

Results analysis  

Success NOT_PERFORMED 

 

Table 6-20: TS_DataEx_19: Facilitate thresholds in weather parameters 

Test ID TS_DataEx_19 

Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_16 

o Sys_DataEx_20 

Test objective Verify that the system is able to respect thresholds in weather parameters 

 
 

 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user connects to the HEIMDALL FTP server. 
 

3. The user uploads the updated weather file. 
 

4. The  system  checks  the  uploaded values  against  the  user  defined 
thresholds, and in the case of violations it informs the user. 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The mobile phone should have access to the HEIMDALL VPN. 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The user can visualise the following elements on the UI: 

 Maps and map layers 

Results analysis N/A  

Success NOT_PERFORMED 

 

Table 6-21: TS_DataEx_20: Facilitate thresholds in weather parameters 

Test ID TS_DataEx_20 
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Requirement to be 
verified 

  TR_DataEx_23 

Test objective Verify that the automatic retrieval of weather data upon scenario definition. 

 
 

 
Test procedure 

1. The user connects to the HEIMDALL VPN. 
 

2. The user selects a scenario with a past date 
 
3. The weather data are shown in the GUI 
 

 

Test 
prerequisites/ 
configuration 

 The web portal needs to be up and running. 

 The service platform can serve maps. 

 
Success criteria 

The weather data displayed are cross-checked with the weather provider and 
found to coincide with the scenario date and area. 

Results analysis N/A  

Success PASSED 

 

 

6.2 Test Summary 
The matrix in Table 6-22 summarizes the test coverage of technical requirements. 

 

Table 6-22: Test coverage matrix 

Requirement ID Test ID Result 

TR_DataEx_01 TS_DataEx_07 PARTIAL 

TR_DataEx_02 TS_DataEx_01 PASSED 

 
TR_DataEx_03 

TS_DataEx_02 

TS_DataEx_03 

PASSED 

PARTIAL 

TR_DataEx_04 TS_DataEx_08 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_05 TS_DataEx_09 

TS_DataEx_10 

PASSED  

PASSED 

TR_DataEx_06 TS_DataEx_04 PARTIAL 

TR_DataEx_07 TS_DataEx_05 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_08 TS_DataEx_06 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_09 TS_DataEx_11 

TS_DataEx_12 

PASSED  

TR_DataEx_10 TS_DataEx_13 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_11 TS_DataEx_14 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_12 TS_DataEx_15 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_13 TS_DataEx_16 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_14 TS_DataEx_17 PASSED 

TR_DataEx_15 TS_DataEx_18 NOT_PERFORMED 

TR_DataEx_16 TS_DataEx_19 NOT_PERFORMED 
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TR_DataEX_17 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_18 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_19 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_20 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_21 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_22 N/A N/A 

TR_DataEX_23 N/A N/A 
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7 Conclusion 

This report presented the final implementation of the external interfaces component of 
HEIMDALL. The implemented component has followed the user and system requirements.  

Initially, an early version of the HEIMDALL external interfaces component had been tested in 
lab trials towards the Release A and the EUW2. Since then, additional tests have been 
performed as the user and system requirements were maturing and the component design 
and implementation was evolving in order to meet the corresponding requirements. 
Subsequent development led to the final version, which was integrated in the final version of 
the Service Platform. Minor issues, if any, will be addressed to ensure proper operation 
during the project final demo under all planned scenarios. 
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